STRING
DEFLECTIONS

GET TO KNOW
THE NEW FACE

NATURALGUT
Maximum ball-pocket depth helps retain more
of the ball’s incoming energy due to the ball retaining more of its original shape.

The development of the new 'face' was focused
on the instant accessibility of all important
information about the product.
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String Chart

MAIN FEATURE
main feature of the string devided into:

BENEFITS
Most efficient return of energy received. Gut adds power, comfort, and max
shock/vibration reduction.

CONTROL

POWER

CONTROL

COMFORT

COMFORT

CHARACTERISTICS
Those symbols provide information on specific
characteristics of the String on a scale of 1 to 5.

MULTI-FIBER
Deep ball-pocket for power but not as efficient
as Gut - ball is ‘flatter’ thus, loosing more energy
then Gut.

POWER

CONTROL

COMFORT

PLAYER TYPE

PACIFIC-ENTERMARK GMBH
PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL

BENEFITS

PORSCHESTRASSE 4-6
D-73269 HOCHDORF
GERMANY

Good energy-return to the ball, a ‘soft’ feel to user. Shock/vibration reduction
are a key benefit.

TEL. +49 (0)7153 - 98 39-0
FAX +49 (0)7153 - 98 39-599
mail@pacific.com
www.pacific.com

SOLID CORE
Commonly referred to as: ‘synthetic-gut’. The
core with outer-wraps, returns less energy to the
ball.

BENEFITS
A nice ‘crisp’ feel for the player who seeks basics in ‘performance’ and
‘value’. Numerous variations can be found.

POLYESTER
A longer ‘dwell-time’ (time ball is on the strings)
creates maximum ‘flattening’ of the ball for more
control. Energy return is less – allowing Players
to use stiffer more powerful racquets for today’s
game.

illustration of string type structure

GAUGE
diameter of the string in mm and gauge

BENEFITS
Less energy return to the ball, a ‘firmer-feel’ giving Xtreme spin-potential.
Best for fast swing-speeds.

The Engine
of the rackets

TECHNOLOGY

SCAN THIS QR CODE TO
DOWNLOAD THIS STRING CHART
OR VISIT www.pacific.com/downloads

PREMIUM PERFORMANCE

NATURAL GUT STRINGS

TOUR PROFESSIONAL

TOURNAMENT SERIES

SERIES

The Natural Gut string without
equal. Combining the absolute
best raw material that is hand
selected to create Prime Gut and
adding Triple Seal Technology,
results in maximum performance.
The ultimate in comfort and assured quality. Limited availability
due to the extra details required
in the manufacturing process.

As its name implies, Classic
Gut brings the classic ‘feel’
and ‘performance’ of yesteryear Natural Gut. Combined together with today’s manufacturing technology - delivering a
high-quality Natural Gut string
at a very competitive price.

A top-quality natural gut string designed to meet the highest performance demands of any player. Benefits
are: excellent comfort, optimum ballspeed, added spin potential and
added arm/shoulder comfort. Triple
Seal Technology enhances durability and improves tension maintenance, together making Tough Gut the
leader in natural gut strings.

lively

lively

8.0G/17
8.5G/16L
9.0G/16

TOURNAMENT PRO™
CLASSIC GUT™

TOURNAMENT PRO™
TOUGH GUT

TOURNAMENT PRO™
PRIME GUT™

PC-1132
PC-1133
PC-1134

The driving force behind your game comes directly from the strings – they are the ‘engine’ required for success.
Like any engine, proper care & service are required. PACIFIC recommends that you restring your racket after every 30-hours
of play, or at least 3-times per year. Talk with a specialist to learn more about how important proper racket maintenance is.

PACIFIC Strings since 1972

PC-1342
PC-1343
PC-1344
PC-1345

PC-1450
PC-1451
PC-1452

HIGH PERFORMANCE

TOURNAMENT SERIES

PMX™

SPX™

POWER TWIST™

FTX™

A premium multifiber string where
speed & comfort are equally combined. Using a unique technology
that incorporates more than 1,200
technical fibers joined together by
using a new resin that both bonds
the fibers, as well as adds additional shock & vibration dampening. A
new outer coating is bonded to the
string resisting friction & abrasion.

PMX is a system where by combining
microfibre string technology and a
special thermoelastic-polyurethan. The
benefits are the ultimate in comfort
and maximum energy return. PMX unlike other multi-fiber strings retains tension better and resists ‘fraying’ due to a
Patented ‘bundle-core’ manufacturing
process. An excellent choice for players seeking maximum arm comfort.

The New Space Power: SPX
The updated successor of Space Power TX. Featuring enhanced tension
maintenance, added durability,
and more shock & vibration reducing properties – thanks to a newly
developed resin to better ‘bond’ the
fibers. TWIST® and TWINCOAT®
Technologies are further maximized
for improved performance.

Extreme elasticity and excellent shock & vibration absorption makes the focus of POWER TWIST to be one of total
‘maximum-comfort’. Perfect for
the ‘touch’ player, looking to
reduce the harsh ‘feel’ of stiff
wide-body racquet and seeking to increase the racquet's
sweet spot zone.

Developed by using two
unique precision-engineered
CO-Polymer filaments, strategically wrapped around 272
highly resilient Nylon micro-fibers. FTX delivers added
comfort and enhanced shock
& vibration dampening. Excellent durability with superior
tension-maintenance.

PC-2104
PC-2105

comfort

1.23mm/17
1.28mm/16L
1.33mm/16

PC-2114
PC-2115
PC-2116

PREMIUM PERFORMANCE

SOLID CORE

comfort

1.28mm/16L
1.33mm/16

Focused on playability, delivering the best of both worlds.
Combining the benefits of natural gut and the performance
of polyester. Poly Gut Blend
offers a unique combination of
‘power’, ‘control’ and added
durability. The #1 most popular string combination found
in today’s professional tennis.

Combining natural gut together with a manmade multi-fiber technology, delivers what
is appropriately called: Synergy Gut Blend. Tournament Pro
Natural Gut and SPX 16L are
packaged together delivering
a unique performance focused
at added comfort with more
durability and a ‘soft’ feel.
gut Hybrid

1.28mm/16L
1.33mm/16

PC-2135
PC-2136

PC-2142
PC-2145

1.28mm/16L
1.33mm/16

PC-2172
PC-2175

HIGH PERFORMANCE

TOURNAMENT SERIES

PC-2262
PC-2260

HIGH PERFORMANCE
TOURNAMENT SERIES

POWER™ HYBRID

The ultimate ‘non-natural gut’
hybrid. Joining the exceptional comfort, feel and quality
of PMX 16L together with the
focused power and performance of Poly Force, makes this a
favorite of those seeking maximum performance with the
flexibility to use either string as
the main or cross string.

Added playability thanks to
the combination of PLX 16L for
power & feel, plus the durability & spin properties associated
with Poly Force 17.

1.25mm/16L

1.28mm/16L

PC-2350

1.24mm/17
PC-2346

PREMIUM PERFORMANCE

SERIES

HIGH PERFORMANCE

TOURNAMENT SERIES

TOURNAMENT SERIES

PREMIUM POWER X™

PLX™

DURA TECH™

SPIN6™ POWER

POWER SPIN™

NYLTEC™

POWER BLEND™ HYBRID

POWER TEC™ HYBRID

Delivering a 'crisp' feel, excellent resiliency for added power
and minimal tension-loss. PREMIUM POWER X is the choice
for those seeking premium-performance with added power
in an unequalled performance
top-quality, highly technical
synthetic string.

An updated version of the
traditional Power Line. PLX remains an extremely lively ”solid-core” / “multi-wrap” string
- now updated with a new
production process resulting in
a higher quality & more consistent all-around performance
string.

Durability with added performance makes DURA TECH
a unique option for player’s
who need the extra string life
associated with Aramid-fibre,
yet demands the ‘crisp’ performance of a high quality
synthetic string.

Added tension maintenance thanks to a coated center core.
A unique twisting technique
creates the hexigon shape providing more spin & control
plus overall high performance.

Specially designed for one
thing; more spin! The unique
construction gives more spin to
the ball due to the special surfacing and this also provides
added ball control with power.

NYLTEC™ is a competitive
all-round string found in the
PACIFIC product range. This
synthetic string is made of multi-filament nylon for optimum
ball-speed and durability.
Value focused but performance driven.

A synthetic hybrid featuring
PLX™ 16 for power & feel,
plus an Aramid string for more
control & added durability.
PLX 16 / Aramid 16.

PACIFIC design engineers found
that by combining the durability
& high-spin potential characteristics of their ‘Poly Power Pro
1.25mm’ polyester together with
the ‘crisp’ yet comfortable feel of
the ‘Syntec 1.33mm’ (a solid-core synthetic-gut) the perfect symmetry of ‘power’ & ‘control’ in a
hybrid is now achieved!

power

power

1.27mm/16L
1.32mm/16

PC-2126
PC-2128

power

1.24mm/17
1.28mm/16L
1.33mm/16

PC-2203
PC-2202
PC-2201

power

1.27mm/16L
1.32mm/16

PC-2132
PC-2134

power

1.32mm/16

PC-2106

1.33mm/16

PC-2375

1.35mm/15L
1.40mm/15

TOUR PROFESSIONAL

POLYESTER STRINGS

syn Hybrid

power

X CITE™

control

control

control

1.25mm/16L
1.30mm/16

PC-2096
PC-2098

The new PACIFIC Spin6 textured
polyester string provides the ultimate in “spin” – thanks to the
unique texture created with ‘Gyration Technology’. This exclusive to PACIFIC manufacturing
process, results in unmatched
spin-potential resulting in having
better placement control, as well
as ‘biting’ the ball to the fullest.

The prestigious winner of numerous Awards and a longtime favorite of serious tennis players worldwide. Continuing to be the leader
in the polyester string industry.
Patented construction techniques
and exclusive materials prove yet
again that PACIFIC leads the way
in developing and producing the
finest polyester strings in the world.

1.24mm/17
1.29mm/16L
1.20mm/18

PC-2072
PC-2074
PC-2070

PC-2011

1.33mm/16
PC-2348

TOURNAMENT
SERIES

POLY POWER™ PRO

BLACK THUNDER™

POLY POWER™ COMP

CHAMP TOUR™

CHAMP ONE™

A very unique and an extremely versatile polyester string
from PACIFIC. High modulus
polymers combined with a
special coating system delivers
focused ball-control, yet excellent elasticity returns maximum
energy to the ball. Available in
a wide selection of gauges to
suit any players demand.

The new PACIFIC Black Thunder supports the characteristics
of Power players with its special composition. The focus of
this string is power & durability. Polyester of the latest generation guarantees highest
performance. Available in the
fashion color black.

The classic string for heavy-hitting players seeking the
best price-2-performance ratio. High modulus polymers
combined with a special
coating system. Delivers focused ball-control, yet excellent
elasticity that returns maximum
energy to the ball.

Champ Tour is a polyester
string of the latest generation.
Extremely good feedback and
therefore the best control and
high durability are the strong
features. It is a bit softer and
therefore more flexible than
the Champ One.

The classic string for heavy-hitting players seeking the
best price-2-performance ratio. High modulus polymers
combined with a special coating system. Delivers focused
ball-control, yet excellent elasticity that returns maximum
energy to the ball.

control

1.25mm/16L

1.25mm/16L

PC-2320

SERIES

SPIN 6™

POLY FORCE™

The FAST string! Developed
exclusively by PACIFIC. Unlike
other monofilament strings that
have only a linier/single molecular chain to equally support the
energy in and energy out, PolyCite molecules are arranged in a
multi-dimensional chain whereas
upon ball impact, resulting in 25%
greater energy returned to the ball.

1.30mm/16

TOUR PROFESSIONAL

SERIES

control

1.20mm/17
1.25mm/16L
1.30mm/16

PC-2056
PC-2057
PC-2058

control

1.25mm/16L

PC-2051

control

1.25mm/16L
1.30mm/16

PC-2067
PC-2068

HYBRID
STRINGS

syn Hybrid

1.33mm/16

PC-2272
PC-2270

EVERYTHING BEGINS
WITH THE CONNECTION
TO THE RACKET.

syn Hybrid

1.28mm/16L

PERFORMANCE

TOURNAMENT SERIES

PC-1540

PMX™ HYBRID

syn Hybrid

1.29mm/16L
1.33mm/16

8.5G/1.28mm

TOURNAMENT SERIES

The basic synthetic string backed by the quality only found
with PACIFIC. A large solid
center-core wrapped with quality outer nylon filaments results
in a top performing string with
added durability. Thanks to a
special Nylon-Silicon Coating
to reduce string friction.

comfort

PC-1555.00.12
PC-1554
PC-1555

PREMIUM PERFORMANCE

SERIES

SYNTEC™

comfort

HIGH PERFORMANCE

TOURNAMENT SERIES

TOURNAMENT

TOURNAMENT SERIES

NXS SUPREME™

1.28mm/16L
1.33mm/16

SYNERGY GUT™ BLEND

8.5G/1.24mm
9.0G/1.29mm
8.5G/1.24mm

PREMIUM PERFORMANCE

comfort

POLY GUT™ BLEND

gut Hybrid

8.5G/16L
9.0G/16
9.5G/15L

MULTI FIBRE STRINGS

power

SERIES

To receive maximum performance from any racket, quality and correctly
selected strings are the #1 most important decision every player makes

lively

8.0G/17
8.5G/16L
9.0G/16
9.5G/15L

TOUR PROFESSIONAL

HYBRIDSTRINGS

control

1.25mm/16L		
PC-2081
1.30mm/16
PC-2083

1.25mm/16L
1.30mm/16

PC-2088
PC-2089

PACIFIC IS KNOWN FOR INVENTING
HYBRID STRING COMBINATIONS.
Hybrid stringing consists of using different strings
in the main and cross strings of a racket.
Hybrid strings are gaining more & more popularity
as players are looking for best characteristics of
varying string qualities. By selecting different hybrid combinations of string, players can fine-tune
the playability, comfort, durability, liveliness and
control offered by the stringbed. For example, a
hybrid string combination could use a durable
string in the mains (e.g. polyester), while a natural
gut or elastic synthetic string could be used in the
cross strings to provide desired comfort and feel.

